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Near record investor optimism for recovery challenged by the reality of new lockdowns

Recovery optimism close to Decade highs Lockdown tightening in Europe to spring-2020 levels

Source: BofA Dec 2020 Fund Manager Survey

Current situation
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US and UK declining while vaccination roll out continues unequally

UK and US confirmed cases falling Vaccine programmes accelerate led by UK

1. COVID Infection rates
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Rapid progress in vaccine innovation

Source: Our World in Data, Feb 2020 

Incredible vaccine progress
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To rise sustainably unit labour costs need to climb (they normally fall post recession)

US CPI is expected to rise to at least 2.5% by mid year Unit labour costs tend to fall post recessions

2. Inflation
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Retail investors favouring call options & most shorted equity names

Put/Call ratio at extreme driven by retail demand Reddit traders chasing most shorted names

3. Retail investor behaviour 
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Source: BofA Dec 2020 Fund Manager Survey



Gold just leads equities – UK rallies – volatility close to post-COVID lows

Equity rally continues on election, Brexit and vaccine news Volatility still stubbornly high

Markets 2020 to date
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Fiscal and monetary policy the most expansionary in post-war history

Global strategy update January 2021

Bonds Underweight 
• UW Government Bonds – upward drift in US and global yields in 2021 - US 10 Yr. Treasury fair value 1.25-1.5%
• UW investment grade credit – after a strong H2 2020 spreads offer little compensation for post COVID risks

Equities Overweight 
• OW Global equities – equity risk premium attractive, earnings have scope to surprise on the upside in 2021
• OW UK equities – valuations attractive, flow of funds back to UK probable on Brexit deal
• OW EM equities – China centric Asia managed COVID well –commodity/energy rally supports other EM

Alternatives Overweight
• OW Other Alternatives– infrastructure and renewables beneficiaries of fiscal spend  - liquidity issues remain
• Neutral Uncorrelated Alternatives - Gold a hedge against policy error but vulnerable to any reset in rates

Cash Underweight 
• Central Bank commitment to zero or negative yields for multi-year period
• No currency preference

Risks Current: Resurgence in virus in Q4 2020 accelerates, disorderly bond markets
Longer-term: Economic and social scarring from lockdown, valuations stretched, balance sheet impairments only clear 
in 2021 and beyond

Vaccine aids recovery prospects & central banks remain supportive
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Important information

If you are a private investor, you should not act or rely on this document but should contact your professional advisor. 

This document has been approved by Sarasin & Partners LLP of Juxon House, 100 St Paul’s Churchyard, London, EC4M 8BU, a limited 
liability partnership registered in England & Wales with registered number OC329859 which is authorised and regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority with firm reference number 475111. 

It has been prepared solely for information purposes and is not a solicitation, or an offer to buy or sell any security. The information on 
which the document is based has been obtained from sources that we believe to be reliable, and in good faith, but we have not
independently verified such information and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to their accuracy. All
expressions of opinion are subject to change without notice. 

Please note that the prices of shares and the income from them can fall as well as rise and you may not get back the amount originally 
invested. This can be as a result of market movements and also of variations in the exchange rates between currencies. Past performance 
is not a guide to future returns and may not be repeated. 

Neither Sarasin & Partners LLP nor any other member of the Bank J. Safra Sarasin group accepts any liability or responsibility whatsoever 
for any consequential loss of any kind arising out of the use of this document or any part of its contents. The use of this document should 
not be regarded as a substitute for the exercise by the recipient of his or her own judgment. Sarasin & Partners LLP and/or any person 
connected with it may act upon or make use of the material referred to herein and/or any of the information upon which it is based, prior 
to publication of this document. If you are a private investor you should not rely on this document but should contact your professional 
adviser. 

© 2021 Sarasin & Partners LLP – all rights reserved. This document can only be distributed or reproduced with permission from Sarasin & 
Partners LLP.
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